Ideas for locating online literary criticism about...

From the PHS Library website:
http://www.piedmont.k12.ca.us/phs/library/

In the box marked “English” click on the Criticism link. Then click on the IPL Online Literary Criticism Collection. Under “Browse for Criticism by Author’s Name” click on the M-N link and then scroll down and click on Morrison, Toni. In the gray sidebar, click on the link to The Bluest Eye.

On the left side of the library home page click on the link to Electric Library. On the search page, type “The Bluest Eye” using the parenthesis. Scroll down and click on “emphasis on peer reviewed” and then click search. You’ll get a list of 80 results; some will be better than others.

Anniina’s Toni Morrison Home Page
http://www.luminarium.org/contemporary/tonimorrison/

Click on The Bluest Eye and scroll down to Essays and Articles. Note that some are student essays. You should choose only those that have been published in review journals.

Wired for Books: Transcripts of a discussion of The Bluest Eye
http://www.wiredforbooks.org/toni.htm

An essay from an online literary journal from U.C. Berkeley
http://www.aad.berkeley.edu/96journal/lott.html